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INCLUDING SIXTH FORM, COLLEGES, UNIVERSITY AND APPRENTICESHIPS
Request a quote now at goape.co.uk/groups/further-education or
call 01284 852229 to speak to a member of the team

As a Covid Secure business we can welcome larger groups from similar
organisations. Book now with confidence with a no quibble date move or refund option*

OVER THE YEARS OUR
SITES HAVE BEEN HOST TO:
FILL YOUR DAY WITH

ADVENTURE
What better way to spend your day, than
amongst the trees at one of Go Ape’s
35 locations across the UK.
From city parks through to the wilds of Scotland,
each location offers a variety of adventures
which help encourage independent learning
for students of all ages.
With full and half day packages available
through rain or shine, our event co-ordinators
work with you to make your outdoor learning
adventure unique.
Give your students the chance to swing, slide
and soar. To push further, laugh harder and
conquer. To experiment, learn and explore a
world beyond the classroom.
Improve Mental Health
& Wellbeing
Build Confidence
Develop Self-esteem
Encourage Leadership skills
Increase Communication
Broaden Horizons
Boost group bonding
Have fun

ENRICHMENT DAYS
STUDENT INDUCTIONS
APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMMES
LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT DAYS

ADVENTURE
TREETOP challenge

Hitting heights of up to 30m our Treetop Challenge
courses test resilience and encourage creative
thinking as students combat the unique crossings
at unique locations across the UK. As they
complete the course you will see them grow
taller with confidence.
AVAILABLE AT 35
LOCATIONS ACROSS THE UK
£25PP

Axe Throwing

Test your strength and accuracy with our 1 hour
Axe Throwing experience. This competitive sport is
a great way for groups to challenge and support
each other.
AVAILABLE AT 2 LOCATIONS. £12PP

FOREST SEGWAY

Hold on, lean forward and experience the forest
on a two wheeled all-terrain, self-balancing
electric Segway. Our courses are full of twists,
turns and bumps therefore require concentration
and understanding of how to use core balance
and body weight to lean and move the Segway
correctly. Throughout the experience you will see
their assurance and confidence grow.
AVAILABLE AT 12
LOCATIONS ACROSS THE UK
£25PP

Adventure Games

Can your team beat the clock in our Adventure
Game? An outdoor escape room with a difference;
groups will be tasked to work together as a team
to solve the clues and escape before time runs out.
Up for the challenge?
AVAILABLE AT 1 LOCATION
£10PP
Prices all inclusive of tax.

ADVENTURE
NETS ADVENTURE

The ultimate energiser for avid climbers of all ages,
Nets Kingdom is an outdoor space suspended between
the trees and is ideal for boosting the team. Students
have freedom of movement across the nets. This is the
ideal activity to reduce stress and develop social skills.
AVAILABLE AT 3
LOCATIONS ACROSS THE UK
FROM £20PP

ZIP TREK

At the heart of the Lake District, prepare as you are
driven uphill aboard a 4x4, where you can soak in the
hilltop views. At the top, there is no time to rest as you
fly across the forest, on seven tandem zips totalling
3km, whizzing past the Douglas Firs for the ultimate
shared experience.
AVAILABLE AT GRIZEDALE,
LAKE DISTRICT
£41PP

team games

Improve relationships, increase productivity and
master the art of communication. Our ground-based
games are designed to get the creative juices flowing
as students work together to tackle varying challenges.
With a wide range of activities available, your host will
hand-pick and guide you through some challenges
and puzzles designed to put your students through
the test and that help encourage their learning and
development. This highly rewarding team activity is
ideal for groups looking to bond and for those looking
to enhance their learning and development skills.
AVAILABLE AT 15
LOCATIONS ACROSS THE UK
£10PP FOR ONE HOUR

Prices all inclusive of tax.

CLASSIC

FURTHER EDUCATION
PACKAGE

Treetop Challenge

A 2-3hr experience which helps build confidence
and communication whilst tackling Tarzan swings,
zip wires and wobbly obstacles through the trees.

LUNCH

Time to re-fuel. Bring your own or we could
provide it for you! We offer a selection of catering
at our sites which include a forest BBQ or a picnic
lunch!

team Games

Use creative thinking and team work to overcome
ground based challenges and tasks with your
fellow students. Led by a Go Ape instructor, the
games encourage communication through fun
tasks.

FROM £35 per student*
Multi activities apply to larger groups to maximise
time at site.**
We will ensure you receive a timetable
upon booking.

*Price is for Treetop Challenge and 1 hour Ground
Based Games. **Site specific

Prices all inclusive of tax.

INTERNSHIP/APPRENTICESHIP
Group visits to Go Ape are a great opportunity to develop
young adults’ essential life skills by overcoming varying
obstacles. Be it on the ground or in the trees, we can tailor
make your day to help encourage team bonding, to build
upon working relationships and to ensue self-confidence.
TAILOR MADE DAYS AT OUR 35 LOCATIONS UK WIDE

Don’t take our word for it
All in all, everyone – apprentices and mentors – said how much they
enjoyed the day and we’ve all gone home knowing a whole lot more
about each other. We’ve laughed at each other, rescued each other
and encouraged each other which was the whole point of the day.
British Airways
Maintenance Cardiff

SIXTH FORM
Go Ape is the ideal multi-activity location to bring
students together and to enhance life skills. Past visits
have been used as part of enrichment courses, start of
term activity or to help bring subjects to life, however an
activity day with us can be used as you wish to help bring
the fun back into learning. Our friendly co-ordinators will
work with you to help you plan your perfect day.
TAILOR MADE DAYS AT OUR 35 LOCATIONS UK WIDE

Don’t take our word for it
Thank you for facilitating a great trip for us. Your staff were excellent, striking
a very happy, appropriate rapport with our guys; the site is tremendous – the
emphasis on safety was clearly instinctive and absolutely natural, and all the
more impressive for that – and while it provided good opportunities for being
supportive and breaking some boundaries, fundamentally we had a lot of fun,
which was great when all around they are being beset by exam pressures.
Head of Sixth Form Rugby School

COLLEGES
Are you looking to bring students together, develop
communication and enhance life skills? Then look no further
– Go Ape is the ideal location to bring students to help bring
subjects to life. With multi-activities available on a full or half
day package we work with you to tailor days to ensure you
receive your goals for the day.
WITH OVER 70 ADVENTURES TO CHOOSE FROM
ACROSS 35 UK LOCATIONS

OUR LOCATIONS

26 BLACK PARK

Treetop Challenge is one of the best days out in Buckinghamshire
and Berkshire. Black Park is also home to Forest Segway, Treetop
Adventure, Nets Adventure and Biking!

universities
Going to university is a big step for most young adults. It
involves leaving home and learning how to socialise and
work with a new group of people. A trip to Go Ape, helps
bring everyone together through the course of varying
mental and physical challenges.
THIS HIGHLY REWARDING TEAM ACTIVITY IS AVAILABLE
AT 35 LOCATIONS ACROSS THE UK.

25 BATTERSEA

Our first ever outdoor high ropes course located in the heart of
London, Go Ape Battersea takes an urban twist on our classic
Treetop Challenge.

23 ALEXANDRA PALACE

A stone’s throw from the iconic entertainment venue,
experience the high ropes like never before - against the
backdrop of a bustling London borough with stunning views of
the city skyline.

22 COCKFOSTERS, TRENT PARK

Just a stone’s throw from the capital, Cockfosters is the ideal
location to escape to the forest without going to far adrift from
the big smoke.

We can welcome larger groups from Covid Secure organisations such as schools
so long as social guidelines are adhered to.

HOW TO BOOK
Request a quote online at goape.co.uk/groups
Call the education team on 01284 852229 or email schools@goape.co.uk
Search goapetribe
#GoApeTribe

2 x winner

Best Adventure 2017/18
2018/19
Experience

